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BARRIER GATE MX-100 
PARKIR ADVERSTING BARRIER GATE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Product introduction 
Advertising Parking Security Barrier Gate has combination of practical function 
and commercial use. 
Widely used in high-class residential, office buildings, hotel, shopping mall and so 
on. Advertising board turning while rising, show the power of technology, and 
present nice advertisement. Parking advertising barrier is new fashion media which 
can provides higher profits for you. 
 
Main Features 
1. Rubber is installed in arm bottom. Can decrease damage if any accident 
happens. Auto open function (pressure sensor): The arm will be lifted if the arm 
meets any obstacles during closing barrier. 
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2. The multiple protection measures (wind protection, motor thermal protection, 
anti-surge protection, anti-lightning protection, etc.), so that the operation of the 
barrier safety and reliability has been greatly improved. 
3. Easy to integrate with other systems 
4. Because the barrier arm is heavy, Therefore, we reinforced on the pole 1.5M 
long iron plate, double support + suction cup design. To ensure that in the windy 
weather, the arm drop is more stable. 
5. Advertising light box and barrier boom with LED lights, increase the safety and 
beauty of driving at night. And can set the timing control lighting time for energy 
saving. 
6. Wind resistance design 
Advertising Barrier can be equipped with a special wind sensor, in the windy 
weather, the leaves of board will open automatically, in order to avoid damage the 
barrier. wind-force less than 8 level, The Ad board will not flip 
 
Product parameters 

Working 
temperature -30℃~+80℃ Humidity ≤90% 

Voltage AC 
220V+10%,50HZ Dimension 330*460*1200mm 

Motor power 140W/200W Operation time 4s 

Remote control 
distance ≤30m Boom center height 1050mm 

Color Agate black Electric machinery Inverter motor 

Boom length 3,4m Communication 
Interface 

RS485 electrical 
standards 

LED lights 
power 12V,200W,16.7A Advertisement 

Plate Dimension 850*450mm 
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